Hardware bundle for managed pressure drilling (MPD)

MPD is used when drilling formations with small drilling windows. Over several years Equinor has developed technology and secured IPR within managed pressure drilling, which is offered to potential suppliers:

- Gate valve, method for returned drilling mud pressure control and/or well killing, and uses of a gate valve
- System and method for passing matter in a flow passage
- Dynamic annular sealing apparatus
- Seal with a tubular net reinforcement
- Annular pressure control system

Current areas of use:

Drilling of oil and gas wells

Equinor offer:

Standard non-exclusive license agreement

If this technology is of interest to your business please contact Equinor Technology Transfer, ETT@Equinor.com

Please be advised that a license is subject to compliance with Equinor’s general conditions, policies and strategy.

Intellectual property

- Patents
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